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To date, Mercury has been the focus of two spacecraft missions: Mariner 10 (1974–1975; Dunne & Burgess, 1978) and MESSENGER, Surface, Space Environment, Geochimistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER; 2008–2015; Solomon, Nittler, & Anderson, 2018). Mercury has 15 latitudinally- and longitudinally-defined mapping quadrangles (Figure 1(b)). Following Mariner 10’s flybys, 1:5,000,000 (1:5M) scale geological maps were made of the Borealis (H01; Grolier & Boyce, 1984), Victoria (H02; McGill & King, 1983), Shakespeare (H03; Guest & Greeley, 1983), Kuiper (H06; DeHon, Scott, & Underwood, 1981), Beethoven (H07; King & Scott, 1990), Tolstoj (H08; Schaber & McCauley, 1980), Discovery (H11; Trask & Dzurisin, 1984), Michaelangelo (H12; Spudis & Prosser, 1984), and Bach (H15; Strom, Malin, & Leake, 1990) quadrangles. Hokusai (H05; 0°–90°E, 22.5–65°N) was not mapped, as it was unimaged (Davies, Dornik, Gault, & Strom, 1978).

MESSENGER was the first spacecraft to image Mercury entirely (Solomon et al., 2018). This allowed the first global geological map of Mercury to be produced (1:15M-scale; Kinczyk et al., 2018). MESSENGER data resolution is sufficient for larger-scale (1:3M) quadrangle maps to be made. So far, H02 (Galluzzi et al., 2016), H03 (Guzzetta, Galluzzi, Ferranti, & Palumbo, 2017), and H04 (Mancinelli, Minelli, Pauselli, & Federico, 2016) have been published. Here, we present the first geological map of H05 (Main Map), which we began in October 2015.

2. Data

2.1. Basemaps

2.1.1. Monochrome

The primary data for planetary photogeological mapping are monochrome image mosaic basemaps. MESSENGER’s Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS; Hawkins et al., 2007) collected image data with its monochrome narrow-angle camera and multispectral wide-angle camera. With these, Chabot et al. (2016) created basemap mosaics with different illumination conditions covering the whole planet. The main basemaps we used to map H05 were its four version 0 ~166 m/pixel map-projected Basemap Reduced Data Record (BDR) tiles (Figure 1(a)), which are consistent with the basemaps of the other published MESSENGER-era quadrangle maps (Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016). These tiles have moderate solar incidence angles (~68°; Chabot et al., 2016). Auxiliary basemaps for H05 with low incidence angles, for investigating surface reflectance variations (Figure 1(c)), and high incidence angles, with both western and eastern illumination, for enhancing subtle topographic features (Figure 1(d) and (e)), became available early during mapping (Chabot et al., 2016). Final, version 2, controlled basemaps for H05 were released after mapping was substantially underway (Denevi et al., 2018). Subsequent Mercury quadrangle maps are being constructed using these basemaps (Galluzzi et al., 2019).

1. Introduction

To date, Mercury has been the focus of two spacecraft missions: Mariner 10 (1974–1975; Dunne & Burgess, 1978) and MESSENGER, Surface, Space Environment, Geochimistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER; 2008–2015; Solomon, Nittler, & Anderson, 2018). Mercury has 15 latitudinally- and longitudinally-defined mapping quadrangles (Figure 1(b)). Following Mariner 10’s flybys, 1:5,000,000 (1:5M) scale geological maps were made of the Borealis (H01; Grolier & Boyce, 1984), Victoria (H02; McGill & King, 1983), Shakespeare (H03; Guest & Greeley, 1983), Kuiper (H06; DeHon, Scott, & Underwood, 1981), Beethoven (H07; King & Scott, 1990), Tolstoj (H08; Schaber & McCauley, 1980), Discovery (H11; Trask & Dzurisin, 1984), Michaelangelo (H12; Spudis & Prosser, 1984), and Bach (H15; Strom, Malin, & Leake, 1990) quadrangles. Hokusai (H05; 0°–90°E, 22.5–65°N) was not mapped, as it was unimaged (Davies, Dornik, Gault, & Strom, 1978).

MESSENGER was the first spacecraft to image Mercury entirely (Solomon et al., 2018). This allowed the first global geological map of Mercury to be produced (1:15M-scale; Kinczyk et al., 2018). MESSENGER data resolution is sufficient for larger-scale (1:3M) quadrangle maps to be made. So far, H02 (Galluzzi et al., 2016), H03 (Guzzetta, Galluzzi, Ferranti, & Palumbo, 2017), and H04 (Mancinelli, Minelli, Pauselli, & Federico, 2016) have been published. Here, we present the first geological map of H05 (Main Map), which we began in October 2015.
2.1.1. Color. Geomorphic units can sometimes be distinguished by color. We used the MESSENGER 
$\sim$665 m/pixel global enhanced color mosaic (Denevi et al., 2016) to inform our photogeological interpretations (Figure 1(b); Denevi et al., 2016). This was constructed using MDIS frames captured in the 430, 750, and 1000 nm bands. Principal component analyses were conducted by the MESSENGER team in this spectral space and they created the enhanced color mosaic by placing the second principal component, first principal component, and the 430/1000 ratio in the red, green, and blue channels, respectively (Denevi et al., 2009, 2016).

2.1.2. Topography

We used topographic data to aid mapping. Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA; Cavanaugh et al., 2007) data created a digital elevation model (DEM) of Mercury’s northern hemisphere, encompassing H05 (Figure 2(a); $\sim$665 m/pixel; Zuber et al., 2012). MLA tracks diverge from the north, which means that this DEM suffers from interpolation uncertainties in southern H05. Shortly after mapping began, the first global stereo-DEM of Mercury was released (Figure 2(b); $\sim$665 m/pixel; Becker et al., 2016), which mitigated MLA DEM uncertainties. Later, an improved stereo-DEM of H05 was released with higher spatial resolution (Figure 2(c);
3. Methods

3.1. Projection

H05, centered on 45°E, lies in Mercury’s northern mid-latitudes (Figure 1(b)). MESSENGER-era geological maps of the other quadrangles in this band were created in Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC) projections (standard parallels 30°N and 58°N; Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016). We mapped H05 in a LCC projection with identical standard parallels to facilitate future fusion of these maps (Figure 1(a); Galluzzi et al., 2019). The reference datum for this projected coordinate system is a sphere of radius 2,440 km; the published shape of Mercury when mapping began (Mazarico et al., 2014).

We used the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers version 3 (ISIS3) to reproject the raw basemaps.

3.2. Scale

We prepared our map for publication at 1:3M-scale so it is compatible with the MESSENGER-era quadrangle geological maps (Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016). USGS guidance for planetary mappers recommends that digitization should be conducted at a scale $\sim 4 \times$ the publication scale (Skinner et al., 2018). Thus, a map to be published at 1:3M-scale should be digitized at $\sim 1:750k$-scale. An alternative recommendation is that the digitization scale should be $2,000 \times$ the basemap raster resolution (Tobler, 1987). Thus, the recommended digitization scale would be $\sim 1:300k$, because the basemap resolution is $\sim 166 $ m/pixel. Cognizant of these constraints, we digitized H05 at a scale of 1:400k.

3.3. Digitization strategy

We digitized vector layers on the basemap raster layers in Esri ArcMap 10.1 Geographic Information System software. Primary digitizations belong to one of three feature classes: (1) geological contacts (polylines); (2) linear features (polylines), and; (3) surface features (polygons). Polylines and polygons are composed of geographically-located vertices linked by vector line segments. For mapping detail to be equal across H05, we digitized in vertex streaming mode, automatically creating vertices at equal intervals (‘stream tolerance’) as we moved the cursor over the basemap. We used a
stream tolerance of 300 m, which is approximately twice the basemap raster resolution, since no subpixel features can be resolved.

### 3.3.1. Contacts

Contacts on geological maps of Mercury mark the boundaries between geomorphic provinces and crater materials associated with individual impacts (Trask & Guest, 1975). We distinguished two ordinary contact types: (1) certain, where there is an easily located boundary between distinct geomorphic units, and; (2) approximate, where a contact between geomorphic units must exist, but its exact location is uncertain. Faults were included in the contacts feature class in anticipation of different geomorphic units occurring on opposite sides of a fault. We digitized the sharp breaks-in-slope at the bases of fault scarps. Our map contains two fault types: (1) thrust (certain), for well-defined fault breaks with obvious shortening kinematics, and; (2) thrust (uncertain), for features resembling thrusts but lacking unambiguous shortening kinematics. Provisions for other fault types were made, but all mapped faults ultimately conformed to one of the aforementioned fault types. This is consistent with the observation that widespread, large-scale extensional tectonics are not observed on Mercury (Byrne et al., 2014).

Geological units were generated from the contact feature class using ArcMap’s ‘Feature to Polygon’ tool.

### 3.3.2. Linear features

All non-contact linear features were included within this feature class. Crater rims ≥ 20 km in diameter are symbolized with lines with double-hachures pointing into the crater. Crater rims ≥ 5 km and < 20 km in diameter are symbolized with a simple line. Crater rim segments that have been subdued by impact ejecta, plains materials, or advanced degradation are shown with a dot-dash line. The brinks of irregular pits, interpreted as volcanic craters, are shown with lines with single-hachures pointing into the pit.

We mapped two classes of wrinkle ridges, small (lengths ≤ 100s km, widths ~10 km, heights ≤ 1000 m; Crane & Klimczak, 2019) tectonic landforms in Mercury’s smooth plains caused by thrusting and folding: (1) common wrinkle ridges, which have no obvious alignments (Crane & Klimczak, 2019), and; (2) wrinkle ridge rings, which presumably overlie buried impact craters (Freed et al., 2012).

Other mapped linear features include small ridges and grabens within smooth plains hosted inside impact craters (Blair et al., 2013). Although these are almost certainly fault controlled, the faults cannot be resolved, or are too closely spaced to be rendered at the publication scale. Therefore we mapped the medial lines of these features.

#### 3.3.3. Surface features

Surface features are textures through which the underlying, major photogeological unit(s) are visible. These include faculae (bright, relatively red, diffuse-edged materials interpreted as explosive volcanic deposits, often encompassing a pit; Goudge et al., 2014; Jozwiak, Head, & Wilson, 2018; Kerber et al., 2009, 2011; Murchie et al., 2008; Rothery, Thomas, & Kerber, 2014; Thomas, Rothery, Conway, & Anand, 2014a), hollows (steep-sided, flat-floored, irregular depressions, ~10s m deep, and ≤100s km across, typically found within crater materials; Blewett et al., 2011, 2013; Thomas, Rothery, Conway, & Anand, 2014b), bright rays, and catenae (crater chains; Fegan, Rothery, Conway, & Anand, 2016). These are symbolized with ornaments to allow the host photogeological units, and their linework, to render, thus maximizing the information in the map.

### 4. Map description

#### 4.1. Crater classifications

We grouped impact crater materials (ejecta, rims, terraces) according to their degradation state (e.g. Galluzzi et al., 2016; McGill & King, 1983). Under the assumptions that craters in the same degradation state formed approximately contemporaneously and degraded at similar rates, then degradation states convey the relative ages of non-overlapping craters. Following previous authors, the presence/absence of several photogeological features (bright rays, secondary crater fields, textured distal ejecta, crisp rims, wall terraces, internal peaks; Galluzzi et al., 2016; Kinczyk, Prockter, Chapman, & Susorney, 2016) were used to assign each crater ≥ 20 km in diameter a degradation class.

Mariner 10-era geological mappers classified craters into five degradation states (c1–c5; degraded–fresh; DeHon et al., 1981; Guest & Greeley, 1983; King & Scott, 1990; McGill & King, 1983; Schaber & McCauley, 1980; Spudis & Prosser, 1984; Strom et al., 1990; Trask & Dzurisin, 1984). This stratigraphic numbering implies that c1 craters formed before c2 craters, etc. The MESSENGER-era global geological map of Mercury shows crater materials classified into five similar degradation states for craters ≥ 40 km in diameter (Kinczyk et al., 2018).

Previous MESSENGER-era quadrangle mappers used a three-class degradation system for craters ≥ 20 km in diameter (Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016). These mappers wanted to construct a morphostratigraphy for their quadrangles where all craters in a fresher degradation state were also stratigraphically younger than any more-degraded crater. Some examples of degraded craters at the lower limit of classification were found...
superposing fresher crater materials. In order to reconcile the apparent contradiction between crater morphology and stratigraphy, these mappers reduced the number of degradation classes from five to three. Classes C3 and C1 are for the freshest and most degraded craters, respectively, and craters of intermediate appearance are assigned the C2 class. Fewer classes made the classification more reproducible, allowing for successful merging of quadrangle maps (Galluzzi et al., 2019), and also eliminated examples of more-degraded craters overlying less-degraded craters.

Here, we used both classifications for craters $\geq 20$ km in diameter, yielding two versions of our map to be compared with either the global geological map of Mercury (Kinczyk et al., 2018) or MESSENGER-era quadrangle geological maps (Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016).

### 4.2. Mapped units

#### 4.2.1. Intercrater plains (icp)

**Description**: The most widespread geomorphic unit on Mercury is the intercrater plains (Kinczyk et al., 2018; Trask & Guest, 1975; Whitten, Head, Denevi, & Solomon, 2014), described as 'level to gently rolling ground between and around large craters and basins' (Trask & Guest, 1975). Intercrater plains host both degraded and fresh craters. These plains have a high density of degraded secondary impact craters no longer attributable to a primary (Figure 3(a)). Secondary craters are bowl-shaped, or mature, with flat floors and subdued rims (Whitten et al., 2014). Intercrater plains have no striking color signature and generally coincide with the 'intermediate terrain' color unit (Figure 3(b); Denevi et al., 2009).

**Interpretation**: These plains are probably volcanic, but have been bombarded and mixed by impacts since their formation $\sim 4$ Ga (Marchi et al., 2013; Whitten et al., 2014).

#### 4.2.2. Intermediate plains (ip)

**Description**: Plains with a roughness intermediate between intercrater and smooth plains. Characterized by hummocky terrain composed of degraded crater rims with intervening low-lying regions with smooth, level surfaces (Figure 4(a)). Smooth patches constitute $\sim 50\%$ of intermediate plains, which is a larger fraction of smooth material permissible within the definition of intercrater plains (Whitten et al., 2014). Qualitatively, these smooth patches have a similar superposing crater density to smooth plains. Often, the locations of the smooth patches are delimited by depressions caused by underlying impact craters. Intermediate plains generally have similar color properties to intercrater plains, but some smooth patches are brighter and redder, resembling smooth plains (Figure 4(b)). We mapped some larger smooth patches that occupy obvious crater interiors, and are fully topographically confined, as smooth plains rather than grouping them within intermediate plains (Figure 4(c)). Nevertheless, many smooth patches are interconnected such that contacts separating them from hummocky regions would approach fractal complexity and would not render on the publication scale map. Thus, we mapped an intermediate plains unit defined by degraded-crater-controlled hummocky plains with intervening smooth patches.

**Interpretation**: Probably represent intercrater plains that have been partially inundated by smooth plains materials.

#### 4.2.3. Smooth plains (sp)

**Description**: Smooth plains are widespread in H05 because it includes Borealis Planitia. In Borealis Planitia, smooth plains are characterized by a low density of superposing impact craters and abundant wrinkle ridges (Figure 5(a)). Superposing craters generally have textured ejecta blankets. Wrinkle ridges form linked networks that extend across much of Borealis Planitia. Borealis Planitia generally has sharp contacts with adjacent units. Borealis Planitia corresponds to the color terrain unit 'high-reflectance red plains' (Denevi et al., 2009), except in southwest H05 where it is 'low-reflectance blue plains' (Figure 5(b); Denevi et al., 2009). Elsewhere in H05, smooth plains exist in small patches within the other units, such as the floors of degraded secondary crater chains and volcanic vents. Here, contacts between smooth plains and surroundings are sometimes unclear. Sharply-defined smooth plains are also found in patches perched on the proximal ejecta of the craters Rachmaninoff and Rustaveli.

**Interpretation**: These extensive smooth plains probably formed $\sim 3.8–3.5$ Ga as the last voluminous volcanic effusions during Mercury’s history (Byrne et al., 2016; Denevi et al., 2013; Ostrach et al., 2015). Color variability could indicate compositional heterogeneity (Weider et al., 2015). Alternatively, small patches of smooth plains, particularly those perched on crater materials, are interpreted as ponded impact melt.

#### 4.2.4. Crater materials

As we have used two crater degradation classifications, here we define the characteristics of the three-class system and then state further characteristics required for classification in the five-class system. We found no examples of more-degraded craters superposing less-degraded craters when implementing the five-class system.

##### 4.2.4.1. Fresh materials (three class—$c_5$; five class—$c_9$, $c_0$)

Craters with sharp, complete crater rims, and well-defined terraces where present (Figure 6(a)). Internal uplift is crisp and intact. Wall, floor, and internal uplift
Figure 3. H05 intercrater plains. All panels show the same 1:3M-scale view in H05’s native LCC projection. (a) ~166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Intercrater plains, characterized by a high roughness and density of degraded craters, dominate this view. (b) ~665 m/pixel enhanced color mosaic. Intercrater plains have variable color, but are generally darker than smooth plains. (c) Geologic map overlain on the ~166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Intercrater plains (icp) have sharp contacts with smooth plains (sp) and uncertain contacts with intermediate plains (ip). See the Main Map for the key to the symbology in this figure.

Figure 4. H05 intermediate plains. All panels show the same 1:3M-scale view in H05’s native LCC projection. (a) ~166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Intermediate plains are characterized by linked hummocky and smooth surfaces. (b) ~665 m/pixel enhanced color mosaic. Intermediate plains have a color intermediate between intercrater and smooth plains. (c) Geologic map overlain on the ~166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Intermediate plains (ip) contain topographically confined patches of smooth plains (sp). Contacts between smooth plains and intermediate plains are generally more certain, particularly when smooth plains is in contact with hummocky intermediate plains. Contacts between intercrater plains (icp) and intermediate plains are generally uncertain. See the Main Map for the key to the symbology in this figure.
contacts are distinct. Radially textured, relatively uncratered ejecta extends approximately one crater diameter from the rim. Radial catenae often present. Distal ejecta contacts are relatively distinct. Rays can be present. In the three-class system, such craters are classified as C3. In the five-class system, they are c5 if rays are present (Figure 6(d) and (e)) or c4 otherwise (Figure 6(f) and (g)).

4.2.4.2. Degraded materials (three class—C2; five class—c3). Moderately degraded craters (Figure 6(b)). Rims are generally complete but not sharp. Terraces if present are not pristine. Central peaks/rings appear subdued. Ejecta is present but lacks radial texture. Distal ejecta contacts are uncertain. Such craters are classified as C2 in the three-class system, or c3 in the five-class system (Figure 6(h)).

4.2.4.3. Heavily degraded materials (three class—C1; five class—c2, c1; dc). Craters with incomplete rims, either from subsequent impacts or burial by plains materials (Figure 6(c)). Terraces are disrupted or absent. Wall-floor contacts are indistinct. Internal uplift is greatly subdued or absent. Distal ejecta is absent, except around impact basins > 100 km in diameter. In the three-class system, such craters are classified as C1. In the five-class system, they are c2 (Figure 6(i)), they been breached by the surrounding plains, in which case they are c1 (Figure 6(j)). Degraded catenae (dc; Figure 6(k)) are a subset of the most degraded crater materials in each classification system. These are remnant rims of crater chains attributed to ancient basins (Fassett et al., 2012) that are the oldest features in evidence in H05.

4.2.4.4. Smooth crater floor (cfs). Description: Material geomorphically resembling smooth plains confined to crater floors.

Interpretation: In degraded craters it is probably post-impact volcanic plains. In fresh craters it could be solidified impact melt or post-impact volcanic plains.

4.2.4.5. Hummocky crater floor (cfh). Description: Rough textured or rolling material confined to crater floors.

Interpretation: In fresh craters this can often be ascribed to crater wall debris or impact-melt-free original floor materials. In more degraded craters, the rolling texture was caused by impact bombardment of the original crater floor.

4.3. Correlation of mapped units

Based on the stratigraphic relations recorded in the Main Maps, the crater classification correspondences in Section 4.2.4, and absolute model ages for plains

Figure 5. H05 smooth plains in Borealis Planitia. All panels show the same 1:3M-scale view in H05’s native LCC projection. (a) ∼166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Smooth plains are characterized smooth, level surfaces with a low density of craters. Superposing craters are relatively undegraded. (b) ∼665 m/pixel enhanced color mosaic. Most smooth plains in Borealis Planitia are high-reflectance red plains (Denevi et al., 2009). Sharp color boundaries tend to match the geomorphic boundary between smooth plains and other plains. (c) Geologic map overlain on the ∼166 m/pixel BDR basemap. Smooth plains (sp) have sharp contacts with intercrater plains (icp). See the Main Map for the key to the symbology in this figure.
materials from other workers, we have constructed two schematic stratigraphies for H05: one based on the three-class crater degradation system and the other based on the five-class system (Figure 7).

The five-class system improves temporal resolution for crater formation, however it also improves the stratigraphic resolution of the map by bracketing the intercrater plains. We found that c₃ craters are unembayed

Figure 6. Craters typifying H05 crater degradation states. (a–c) The three-class system. (d–j) The five-class system. (k) Degraded catenae. All panels show H05’s native LCC projection. All panels show the ~166 m/pixel BDR basemap, except panels (e) and (g), which show the ~665 m/pixel enhanced color mosaic to illustrate crater rays.
by intercrater plains, therefore $c_3$ craters postdate the cessation of H05 intercrater plains formation. Similarly, $c_1$ craters are embayed by intercrater plains where they are in contact, so $c_1$ craters predate intercrater plains.

**5. Conclusions**

We used MESSENGER data to produce the first geological map of H05. One version is consistent with previous MESSENGER-era quadrangle geological maps of Mercury (Galluzzi et al., 2016; Guzzetta et al., 2017; Mancinelli et al., 2016). One important difference between these quadrangle maps, including our H05 map, and the first global geological map of Mercury, which is currently being prepared for submission (Kinczyk et al., 2018), is the inclusion of an intermediate plains unit that is texturally distinct from the intercrater plains and smooth plains common among all these maps. Our mapping suggests that the intermediate plains in H05 formed during the same interval of geologic time as the quadrangle’s smooth plains. A future, carefully conducted crater size-frequency distribution study could test this hypothesis.

We also produced an alternative version with five crater degradation classes corresponding to those on the global geological map. When employing the five-class system, we found no instances of more-degraded craters superposing less-degraded craters. This allows a morphostratigraphy of H05 with a higher temporal resolution than previous MESSENGER-era quadrangle maps. We recommend that future quadrangle mappers of Mercury implement the five-class system and the three-class system simultaneously, in case the five-class system can improve the stratigraphic resolution of their maps. Continued use of the three-class system will allow all the quadrangle maps to be merged in the future (Galluzzi et al., 2019).

This map completes 1:3M-scale mapping of Mercury’s northern mid-latitudes, and it will be vital in providing science context and targets for the ESA-
JAXA BepiColombo mission to Mercury (Benkhoff et al., 2010; Rothery et al., 2010).

Software

We used ESRI ArcMap 10.1 during map production. Basemaps were processed using USGS ISIS3. The Main Map was completed in Inkscape 0.91.
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